
 

Mailing colorectal cancer screening kit found
effective, regardless of financial incentive
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Cancer—Histopathologic image of colonic carcinoid. Credit: Wikipedia/CC BY-
SA 3.0

Colorectal cancer is the second deadliest cancer in the United States, and
just six out of 10 adults in the age range recommended for routine
screening—50 to 75—reported having it done in 2015. When patients do
not keep up with screening, the risk of death is substantially higher, so
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Penn Medicine researchers, investigating a new way to boost screening
among those who were overdue, found a high number of patients
completed at-home screening tests when they were mailed directly to
them, regardless of whether they were provided a financial incentive.
The results of the study are detailed in a paper published today in JAMA
Network Open. 

The researchers found that roughly 24 percent of patients mailed back
completed kits within two months of receiving them, and 29 percent did
so within six months. 

"This is a relatively high response rate for screening since we only
reached out to patients who had not been previously up-to-date, despite
having a primary care clinician," said lead author Shivan Mehta, MD,
MBA, associate chief innovation officer at Penn Medicine and an
assistant professor of Medicine at the Perelman School of Medicine at
the University of Pennsylvania. 

Traditionally, colonoscopies have almost exclusively been offered by
some doctors as a screening tool for colorectal cancer. But Mehta and his
collaborators, who study behavioral economics—a concept that takes
people's psychology and decision-making tendencies into account to
improve health behavior—thought simpler methods might increase low
rates of screening, as a complement to colonoscopies. As such, use of
fecal immunochemical test (FIT) kits, which can be completed by the
patient at home, was explored. 

"We believe that mailing kits directly to patients, which frames
participation as the default, reduced steps in the screening process,
making it easier for patients to get screened and catch colorectal cancer
earlier or even potentially prevent it from occurring," said the study's
senior author, Chyke Doubeni, MD, MPH, also a Penn Medicine
professor. 
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Nearly 900 patients between the ages of 50 and 75 were selected for the
study through the electronic health record from December 2015 to July
2017 using an automated algorithm. All of the patients identified were
overdue for colorectal cancer screening, meaning they hadn't had a
colonoscopy in 10 years, a flexible sigmoidoscopy in five years, or stool
testing in the last year. Every patient was mailed a FIT kit from their
primary care provider, and encouraged to complete the test and send it
back within two months. 

Four different groups were randomly assigned as part of the study. The 
control group received only the kit, while each of the others had a
different financial incentive. One group received a kit and a $10 gift
card to a national pharmacy store that was provided regardless of
participation. In another group, patients received a FIT kit and the
promise of a $10 gift card to the pharmacy if they mailed the completed
kit back. The last group were informed that they would be entered into a
lottery with a one in 10 chance of winning $100 in cash if they returned
the completed kit. 

Each of these incentives have an expected value of $10, but none
performed statistically significantly better than the control group. Other
studies in behavioral economics have shown that people may respond at
a higher rate to larger incentives or lotteries: for instance, one involving
Mehta that offered patients $100 to get a colonoscopy, and another that
showed higher completion rates when a lottery incentive offered. But the
financial incentives did not work this time. 

"This newest study highlights that framing and context of incentives can
be just as important as the dollar value of incentives, which is consistent
with the principles of behavioral economics," Mehta said. 

More studies investigating how these principles might affect colorectal 
cancer screening rates are ongoing. One is looking into the way
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clinicians offer the choice of colonoscopy and stool testing, since most
outreach only focuses on one or the other. Researchers are also looking
into how text messaging and online patient portals can be used to more
efficiently communicate with patients about testing. Dr. Mehta also
received a grant from the National Cancer Institute to support a program
that applies behavioral economics to population-based colorectal cancer 
screening (K08CA234326). 

  More information: JAMA Network Open (2019). DOI:
10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2019.1156
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